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Once upon a time, in a forest known as Bright, Marily, a four-year-old girl, lived happily with her
parents; a good witch named Goodypie and her husband, Mr. Goodweather.All the creatures of
the forest loved Goodypie because she is able to protect them by ruining the evil potions created
by Meanloudmouth, a very bad witch.One day, while Goodypie was boiling some plants and
flowers in her big cooking pot, Marily noticed a little house appear inside of the pot. Suddenly,
Marily fell into the pot and by the time she was rescued she had been magically turned into a
mean-spirited and wicked witch.Marily ran into the forest and away from home.As her parents
desperately tried to find her, they discovered that she had been transformed into the notorious
Badfreaky, the meanest witch in all the world and stars.Will Goodypie and Mr. Goodweather be
able to save Marily before Badfreaky wins the day? Or will the wicked witch use her ultimate
power and turn them to stone… forever?

Readers' Favorite: "Badfreaky - The Meanest Witch by Konstantinos V.E. Adamopoulos is
simply an adorable story with imaginative characters and story line. There are some very
valuable life lessons cleverly weaved into the plot such as the importance of kindness, manners,
and caring for the environment.There are also scenes of peer pressure, disrespect of elders and
a harsh lesson on the consequences of misjudged action. The illustrations are vivid and filled
with beautiful details that enhance the story and really bring the characters and scenery to life. I
loved the names of the characters, especially Badfreaky, Meanloudmouth, and
Goodwhitebeard. There are some comical moments but mostly this is an action-packed,magical
adventure story filled with tension with some very clever plot twists. I thought the addition of
questions and puzzles for the reader was an excellent idea. A great read for any child in middle
school."Prairies Book Review: "Adamopoulos's middle grade debut installment in The life of
Badfreaky the witch series woos readers with it fantastic blend of magic andmayhem. Four-year-
old Marily lives in the Bright Forest with her family. Her life changes forever after she accidentally
falls into a cauldronboiling with a magic potion, transforming into Badfreaky, the meanestwitch.
Expertly woven narrative and an escalating plot filled withdeeply realized, entertaining
characters and atmospheric setting keepreaders turning pages. Tension stays ripe with
suspense in thebackground, and twists and surprises are in plenty. Engrossing andlayered,
Marily's story brings a modern feel to long-lasting fairy taletropes, and the brightly colored, eye-
catching illustrations add to thefun. Messages about caution, good versus evil are infused
effortlesslyinto the narrative. An age-old theme with a fresh twist, expert pacing,and shocking
revelations make this a winning choice for lovers of middle grade fantasy."Self-Publishing
Review: "A whimsical and wickedly fun read that leaps off the page in vivid and detailed
illustrations, Badfreaky: The Meanest Witch is a wildly creative children's book. The images are



mesmerizing andthis smile-inducing story is an unpredictable delight."About the AuthorAbout
Konstantinos Adamopoulos: I am a teacher at a PrimarySchool in Athens, Greece. I live here
with my wife and my daughterMarily. I like sports, traveling and fairy tales. This book is thefirst of
a series of books. Why do I write these books?"I rememberit was Christmas when something
most unexpected happened in my dream.You will of course say that this happens often in
dreams, but my dreamexceeded all imagination. So in my world of dreams, an uninvited
witchvisited me. Yes, you have correctly guessed. It was Badfreaky!She said in a strict
tone:"Constantine, as from today even, you are going to start writing my story. It isvery important
to me that you write about it exactly the way I tell itto you, so children can find out what trials I
have lived through. Mylife was an endless adventure and I think that people have a lot tolearn
from it. Listen carefully to what I have to say and hold on to it. If you don't write my story, or don't
write it exactly the way I tellit to you, then beware; you poor thing! I will turn you into a blind,deaf
and cripple centipede! Just so that you suffer all of your life!"Naturally, I got very scared and I
began writing her story. Up to this moment, Imust have done something right, because I am still
human. If however, on your way, you meet a centipede walking crookedly, not knowing which
way it's going, I beg you; please don't hurt her because it might be me,transformed!"Blog:
badfreaky.com --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Jerry Olasakinju, “A good girl that turns into the meanest witch. Once in a while, a well-written
Middle Grade fiction comes along and shakes the entire literary scene with a bang! Such is the
case with this book, “Badfreaky—the Meanest Witch”.Many eventful happenings take place in
this tale. It is all about good versus evil, and it is also about a little girl named Marily, a four-year-
old who, by preternatural means, turns into the most wicked witch of them all.Marily’s father, Mr.
Goodweather and her mother, Goodypie (a witch) are good people using all their supernatural
powers to fight evil in Bright—the forest where they are living in. As her mother is boiling some
plants and flower in a pot one day Marily accidentally falls into the big pot. Rescued out of it, she
disappears into the forest and turns into the meanest witch ever, named Badfreaky! She
decimates her enemies by turning them into stones.Full of lively characters and a plot that
thickens towards the end of the story. It is an exciting read.”

Celeste L, “The Meanest Witch. Badfreaky – The meanest witch is the first book in the book
series called, “The life of Badfreaky the witch” by Konstantinos Adamopoulos. This book is
classified as a children’s folk tales/faire tale/ fantasy/ myth type of book. I would say that this
book is most likely at the middle school age reading group. It is a pretty short book, and it is
definitely a very entertaining story. I think young children will really enjoy the imaginative aspect
of this story. The illustrations in this book are a nice touch. They are more mature illustrations in
that the drawings are more detailed than super little kid books. I think they are appropriate for the
target age group. The story is about a four year old girl who is transformed into the “meanest
witch” who is called “Badfreaky.” There is some frightening aspects that may be too much for
younger children than middle school.”

Evelyn, “Creative science-fiction.. “Badfreaky” is a cute, very creative science-fiction adventure
book about the life of Marily, a four-year-old sweet girl, who becomes a wicked person after an
awful and terrible accident.The story has bright, beautiful and colorful pictures in a format like a
graphic novel, but shorter for younger kids. The text printed on its pages is minimal, making this
piece of work really appropriate for them.I really enjoyed the cast of characters, the plot, and
story development. It is of moderate length with interesting words and the language is simple
with a few complex words. Overall, a great book to present to tiny tots before bedtime and to
encourage kids to read.I really loved everything about it and I strongly recommend it to
EVERYONE!”

Paula Garcia, “good for school-aged children. “Badfreaky: The meanest witch” was written by
Konstantinos Adamopoulos, a primary school teacher in Greece and translated by Marina
Katsarou. As a children’s book, I would say this is imaginative and fun. It brings to mind the likes
of parables, folktales and fairytales read in elementary school. It helps that the language is
simple enough while the story is rich in lessons important for school-aged children. The



drawings by Leoni Katsarou are nice and appropriate for the story. I like the sketch-like qualities
to the drawings, it feels more raw and relatable, adds to the overall character of the book.”

Elaine, “The Meanest Witch. Marily, a four year old girl, lives in the Bright Forest with her parents.
Her life changes completely when she falls into a cauldron with a boiling hot potion. This
transforms her into the meanest witch in the entire world. Marily disappears and she is now
Badfreaky. This is a 40-page, beautifully illustrated book targeted to 7-12 year olds. Some of the
story may be frightening for 7-8 year olds but the magic and intrigue should keep most children
fascinated and interested in more adventures of Badfreaky. This is book 1 so children will be
very excited to continue to read about the scary, weird and magical adventures of this mean
witch.”

Amy K., “Super Fun Read!. “Badfreaky: The Meanest Witch,” by Konstantinos V.E. Adamopoulos
is the first book in the “Life of Badfreaky the Witch” series. This book is an incredibly fun and
interesting read for kids and young adults alike. Badfreaky the witch is a fun character that has
some equally fun allies and foes in this exciting read. My kiddo loved the fun names of the
characters and was so excited to be able to figure out what was in store for Badfreaky with every
turn of the page. It really kept him guessing right up until the very end, and he finished this book
incredibly quickly!”

RinnyC, “Cute story for kids who love paranormal fantasy type stories. I read this book with my
11-year old. He's a fan of fantasy/paranormal type stories so he enjoyed it. The characters had
funny names, so it was always fun to come across a new one. He did seem to lose interest here
and there, but overall we both had fun reading this one. The stores were just scary enough to
seem "edgy" for kids, but not scary enough to be concerning for parents. The illustrations were
lovely, and probably my favorite part of the whole book. We're looking forward to reading Book 2
of the series.”

Con Kostoglou, “Badfreaky - The Meanest Witch. What a great little story! Most suitable for 7-12
year olds it magically takes us to a land filled with witches and wizards and gives us a funny
story of Marily's life. Kids will love it! Download it now and enjoy reading it to your sons and
daughters. Well done!”

The book by Konstantinos Adamopoulos has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 16 people have provided
feedback.
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